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½ Leg Wax.....................£14.00

£18.00

£21.00

£28.00

£11.00

£9.00

£8.00

¾ Leg Wax.....................

Full Leg Wax...................

Full Leg & Bikini Wax............

Standard Bikini Wax..............

Underarm Wax..................

£12.00Forearm Wax...................

Lip or Chin Wax.................

£10.00Lip & Chin Wax.................

£8.00

£22.00

Eyebrow Wax...................

Gents Chest Wax................

£22.00Gents Back Wax.................

£28.00Hollywood Wax.................
Taking every last hair off from front to back.

£28.00Brazillian Wax..................
Taking every last hair off from front to back leaving 
just a landing strip.

£23.00Extended Bikini Wax.............
Bikini taken in further to a wide landing strip and
tapered underneath.

WAXING

HOT WAX TREATMENTS



£8.00Eyebrow Wax/Shape..............
£11.00Eyelash Tint....................
£8.00Eyebrow Tint...................
£16.00Eyelash & Eyebrow Tint...........
£25.00Elleebana One Shot Lash Lift ......

£60.00Full Set........................
£32.00Infills (approx)....................
£36.00Express Set.....................
£12.00Lash Removal...................
£60.003D Lashes......................

State of the art semi-permanent lash extensions that 
give you longer, thicker and natural looking lashes.

This treatment will give you luscious lifted lashes 
that will last for 6 weeks. With lifting your lashes 
from the base, your eyes immediately open up and 
lashes appear fuller, longer and darker as we tint 
your lashes too. This will give you the appearance of 
wearing mascara or even eyelash extensions. Skin 
test required prior to treatment.

LASHES & BROWS

EYELASH EXTENSIONS

£300Microblading 3 Part Treatment........

MICROBLADING
Microblading is a form of Semi Permanent make up 
using a manual hand held tool. We insert pigment 
just under the skin and draw hair like strokes with 
the tool to mimic natural hairs in your brows. 

Trained by Karen Betts Professional, we use the best 
range of colour pigments available that are EU
medical grade. With every client having a full
consultation, looking at colour choice, shape andconsultation, looking at colour choice, shape and
position of their brows, and their lifestyle.

This is a 3 part treatment, first of all with your
consultation, microblading treatment and finishing 
with your touch up treatment 4-6 weeks later. 

The perfect treatment for over plucked, sparse,
unshaped brows, and for someone who wants to wake unshaped brows, and for someone who wants to wake 
up in the morning having perfectly kept and shaped 
brows. Microblading gently enhances your natural 
features, giving you more confidence in your general
appearance. 



File & Polish for the Hands........£14.00
Jessica Prescriptive Manicure.......£20.00
Using Jessica products where the hands are cared for 
and the cuticles treated, finished with a colour of 
your choice, with over 100 colours available.

A prescriptive manicure, using renewing Liposomes 
and an enriching mask to nourish dry hands, with 
heated mittens for a deeper penetration, with visible 
results.

French Manicure.................£20.00
Jessica Luxury Manicure..........£25.00

Let your hands and cuticles be nourished and cared 
for, with exfoliations, masks, serums and heated
mittens for deeper penetration and lasting visible
results.

Le Remedi Hand Treatment........£15.00

Jessica’s Geleration gel lasts up to 3 weeks without 
chipping, peeling or fading and is easily removed 
within minutes. With over 100 colours and glitters to 
choose from.

£28.00

A combined treatment of the Geleration and Luxury 
Manicure.

Jessica Geleration Luxury Manicure..£36.00

This state-of-the-art pedicure system cleanses and
exfoliates dry, dull skin cells and rejuvenates skin to 
a healthier, softer condition. Along with finishing 
your toes with a Jessica colour. 

Zenspa Pedicure...............£26.00

A Zenspa Pedicure with heated booties for intense 
hydration for the feet and legs.

Zenspa Deluxe Pedicure..........£30.00

Jessica Geleration on Toes........£28.00
Zenspa Pedicure with Geleration Gels£36.00
Callus Peel & Hard Skin Removal...£15.00
This is a quick, pain free treatment to remove hard 
calluses leaving your feet feeling clean and perfectly 
soft. Add Callus Peel to a Zenspa Pedicure for £10.00.

Jessica Geleration Refresh.........£26.00
Jessica Geleration Removal.......£8.00
File & Polish for the Feet.........£14.00

JESSICA NAILS



A Unique Art of Enhancing Beauty, Inspired by the 5 
Oceans. Thalgo treatments are renowned for their
incredible results. World leader and originator of the 
marine spa and beauty trend for over 50 years, 
Thalgo harnesses the riches of the sea so you can 
benefit from powerful healing, revitalising and
rebalancing properties vital for health and well-
being. Thalgo’s facials offer spectacular results in being. Thalgo’s facials offer spectacular results in 
anti-ageing, hydrating, purifying and more. 

The perfect express facial if you’re on the go, for an 
instant infusion of marine active ingredients, tailored 
to your skin type. After a relaxing welcome massage 
and cleansing ritual, a skin-specific mask is applied. 
While it acts on the skin a soothing massage is
carried out. When the mask is removed the Thalgo carried out. When the mask is removed the Thalgo 
moisturiser and eye cream best suited to your skin is 
applied. After this pick-me-up, you will feel
refreshed and relaxed and your skin will be glowing.

1 hour
Reveal your skin’s beauty and radiance in just 1 
hour! The facial begins with a relaxing welcome 
massage, cleanse and exfoliation, after which the 
Ultra Radiance Mask is applied. An energising
digitopressure massage helps the smoothing and
radiance-boosting active ingredients absorb into the 
skin.  The application of Absolute Radiance
Concentrate to the face and neck awakens the skin Concentrate to the face and neck awakens the skin 
and the treatment is finished with a skin-type
appropriate cream, leaving the complexion fresh and 
glowing with radiance.

Thalgo Discovery Facial 30 mins.....
1 hour.....

£25.00

Thalgo Illuminating Radiance Facial..£40.00

Experience true marine beauty with this signature 
algae facial, suitable for all skin types. Following a 
relaxing welcome massage, the skin is gently 
cleansed and exfoliated. A mask of pure natural
seaweed, known for its beauty-enhancing properties, seaweed, known for its beauty-enhancing properties, 
is then applied to remineralise and revitalise the 
skin. Thalgo’s Heart of the Ocean massage recreates 
the rhythmic motions of the sea to relax the facial 
muscles and relieve tension before an application of 
serum and moisturiser appropriate for your skin type 
completes the treatment, leaving your complexion 
soft, radiant and beautiful.soft, radiant and beautiful.

Thalgo 3 Algae Facial 1 hour........£40.00

£35.00

THALGO FACIALS



Dare to defy time with this lifting facial, designed to 
combat all the signs of ageing at 45+ (loss of
firmness, pronounced wrinkles). Relax and let
yourself be immersed in an aquatic cocoon during the 
Thalgo cleansing ritual, adapted to your skin type. 
Next, your skin is intensely exfoliated and smoothed 
to optimise the penetration of the anti-ageing
ingredients. An expert anti-ageing massage lifts the ingredients. An expert anti-ageing massage lifts the 
features, before a super-lifting mask is applied to fill 
deeper wrinkles and lift and contour the face and 
neck. After just one treatment you will already look 
5 years younger, your complexion will glow, lines 
will be less noticeable, and your skin firmer.

1 hour 15 mins
Thalgo Silicium Super-Lift Facial...£55.00

Give your skin a Collagen boost and correct the signs 
of ageing as they appear with this facial designed for 
first wrinkles, with instant anti-ageing results. After 
a relaxing welcome massage, a tailored cleansing 
ritual and intense exfoliation is carried out to smooth 
the skin and allow optimum penetration of the active
ingredients, and an expert anti-ageing massage lifts ingredients, and an expert anti-ageing massage lifts 
the features and helps the skin absorb the Marine 
Collagen. While the Collagen mask smoothes fine 
lines and plumps the skin, you’ll enjoy a relaxing 
scalp massage. After the treatment your skin will be 
radiant, its collagen reserves restored. 

Thalgo Collagen Facial 25 +.......£55.00

This facial uses Kaeso products leaving your skin 
feeling cleansed and rejuvenated.

Kaeso Express Facial 30mins........£20.00

This facial uses Kaeso products and can be tailored 
for all skin types. With four different masks to 
choose from and a relaxing facial and scalp massage, 
this is an ideal facial for anyone.

Kaeso Essential Facial 1 hour.....£25.00

THALGO FACIALS

These facials can be personalised according to skin 
type. This personalised Thalgo signature facial ritual 
begins with a relaxing welcome massage after which 
the skin is gently cleansed and exfoliated. A serum 
packed with active marine ingredients is applied with 
Thalgo’s Heart of the Ocean massage, recreating the 
rhythmic motions of the sea to relax the facial
muscles and relieve tension in the arms, shoulders muscles and relieve tension in the arms, shoulders 
and neck. This is followed by a skin-specific mask to
correct any skin concerns. The treatment finishes 
with an application of moisturiser, leaving the
complexion restored to its natural beauty.

Thalgo Heart of the Ocean Ritual 1 hour£45.00



Back Massage 30 mins............£22.00

Full Body Massage 1 hour..........£35.00
Aromatherapy Back Massage 1 hour...£25.00

Back, Neck, Shoulder & Scalp Massage£30.00

De-Stress Massage 45 mins.........£30.00

Relax with a Swedish Body Massage which works 
into the muscles to relieve tension and de-stress the 
mind.

Works on the back and back of the legs.

Aromatherapy Full Body Massage...£38.00

Choose from 4 oil blends and experience specialised 
massage techniques to ease muscular aches, to 
de-stress the mind, to detox the body or balance your 
emotions.
Full Body Exfoliation...........£17.00
Relax with a Full Body Exfoliation, removed with 
hot mittens to eliminate the need to shower. Leaving 
your skin revived and nouruished with an all over 
application of oil. Great as a pre-tanning treatment.

Back Massage 30 mins............£30.00
Back & Back of Legs Massage 45 mins£38.00
Full Body Massage 60 mins.........£42.00

A warm relaxing massage where radiating heat from 
the shells releases tension and leaves you feeling
instantly stress free, rejuvenated and restores a sense 
of balance to the entire body and mind.

LAVA SHELL MASSAGE

BODY TREATMENTS

Discover the incredible benefits of seaweed for
problematic skin. This back treatment combines
natural marine algae rich in re-mineralising
ingredients to deep cleanse, dehydrate and smooth the 
skin. After a relaxing welcome massage, the skin is 
exfoliated with a red algae-based body scrub.
Thalgo’s patented seaweed wrap is applied to the Thalgo’s patented seaweed wrap is applied to the 
back and once removed the back is spritzed with a 
refreshing seawater concentrate. Finally, Intense
Regulating Serum is applied to regulate sebum
production.

45 mins

45 mins

1 hour

Thalgo Rebalancing Back Treatment£35.00

THALGO BODY TREATMENTS



Full Body Spray Tan............£22.00
Half Body Spray Tan............£17.00
Express Tan..................£22.00

Using Kissed by Mii products that can accommodate 
for fair or darker skin tones, with golden tan and 
brown shades available, offering spray application.

Develops 1-3 hours.

KISSED BY MII

Retail products available.

Mother of Bride, Bridesmaid etc.

Finish the look with a set of strip eyelashes.

Make Up Lesson...............£30.00

Retail products available.
Make Up Application............£30.00

Bridal Make Up...............£55.00
Bridal/Occasion Trial ...........£35.00
Bridesmaid Trial..............£25.00
Member of Wedding Party........£35.00

Eyelashes...................

We are happy to treat you at a venue of your choice. By 
prior arrangement only. Travel time and mileage surcharge 
applies.

45 Minute Treatment............£26.00

For the perfect set of brows to beautifully frame your 
face, this bespoke eyebrow treatment begins with an 
in-depth consultation, followed by tinting, waxing, 
shaping and finishing with the appropriate mineral 
make up. Whether your brows are in need of
nurturing, refining or just a little TLC, Brow by Mii nurturing, refining or just a little TLC, Brow by Mii 
is the perfect treatment for you. “Create just the 
right arch for every occasion, from naturally groomed 
to a serious statement brow”.

Results last up to 6 weeks. Retail products available 
to purchase.

BROW BY MII

£6.00

Mii Make Up is a high quality and long lasting
professional range of make up which also has an
extended range of mineral make up, so no matter what 
age, skin type or desired look we have the products 
for you. 

MII MAKE UP



Recommended course of 4 treatments. Sunblock SPF 50 
must be used throughout the course.

The Holiday Package 2 hours........£50.00
Full Body Exfoliation, Jessica File & Polish Toes,
Jessica File & Polish Hands, Eyelash Tint.
The Relax Package 1 hour 20 mins......£47.00
Back, Neck, Shoulder & Scalp Massage. Thalgo
Express Marine Ritual.

Thalgo Men Ocean Facial 1 hour......£35.00

Back Massage.................
Back, Neck, Shoulder & Scalp Massage

£22.00
£30.00

Gents De-Stress Massage.........£30.00

Full Body Massage..............£35.00
Back Wax...................£22.00
Chest Wax....................£22.00
Eyebrow Shape.................£8.00

This high-tech facial for stressed male skin combines 
energising marine active ingredients with relaxing
massage movements to diffuse them directly to the 
heart of the skin. Relaxed and recharged, your skin
regains all its energy and balance and signs of
tiredness are erased.

Works on the back and back of the legs.

PACKAGES

MEN’S GROOMING

Acid Peel Facial Treatment 30 mins....£35.00
Acid Peel Facial Treatment 55 mins....£50.00

A new cosmeceutical skincare treatment by Laboratoire 
Thalgo (dermatologically certified). This facial treats 
all types of skin irregularities such as pigmentation, 
acne scarring, blemishes and uneven skin tone.

Three acids are incorporated in the peel (Salicylic, Three acids are incorporated in the peel (Salicylic, 
Malic and Absorbic) to regenerate, renew and resurface 
the skin leaving it looking noticeably clearer, and 
making fine lines less noticeable.

With a skin boosting detoxification massage that
encourages oxygen into the skin, the resulting
complexion is clearer, brighter, with a visible
reduction in surface irregularities, tighter pores and a reduction in surface irregularities, tighter pores and a 
refined skin texture.

MCEUTIC ACID PEEL 



CACI Anti-ageing Facial 90 mins.....£65.00
CACI Anti-ageing Facial Course of 10.. £550

Award winning anti-ageing skin rejuvenating
treatments which lifts and tones without the need for 
surgery.

To see long lasting results from the non-surgical To see long lasting results from the non-surgical 
facelift treatment it is recommended to have a course 
of 10-15 treatments followed by one treatment every 
4-6 weeks to maintain lasting results.

This is a favourite treatment with celebrities such as This is a favourite treatment with celebrities such as 
Madonna, Rihanna, Jennifer Lopez, Cliff Richard, 
Barbara Windsor, Michelle Collins, Dale Winton and 
many more.

CACI NON-SURGICAL SOLUTIONS

The ultimate CACI facial will leave your skin 
smoother, lifted, plumped and hydrated. Crystal free 
microdermabration is used to resurface the skin and 
the non-surgical facelift re-educates the muscle and 
firms the skin. The wrinkle comb with LED light 
therapy targets your areas of concern and a hydratone 
mask softens, plumps and rehydrates the skin.

Add jowl lift on for £12.00 extra.

CACI ULTIMATE ANTI-AGEING FACIAL

CACI Non-surgical Facelift 60 mins...£50.00
CACI Non-surgical Facelift Course of 10 £400

This treatment gently lifts, tightens, tones and
re-educates the facial muscles, whilst smoothing the 
appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. Skin is
beautifully rehydrated whilst tone and texture is
improved, leaving the skin with a wonderful glow 
and firmer appearance.

Add jowl lift on for £12.00 extra.

CACI NON-SURGICAL FACE LIFT



CACI Hydratone Enhanced Facial...£60.00

CACI Hydratone Enhanced Facial... £500

The hydratone treatment is a combinatin of our non-
surgical face lift with the added benefit of a super 
hydrating mask which is infused with collagen,
hyaluronic acid, and vitimins C an E. Dehydrated hyaluronic acid, and vitimins C an E. Dehydrated 
and environmentally damaged skin is quenched, 
whilst deep lines and wrinkles and plumped out, 
leaving the skin looking radiant, softer and more 
youthful.

1 hour

Course of 10
Add jowl lift on for £12.00 extra.

CACI HYDRATONE ENHANCED FACIAL

CACI Microdermabrasion 30 mins....£32.00
CACI Microdermabrasion Course of 6.. £160
CACI Microdermabrasion Course of 10.. £270

The skin resurfacing treatment works by gently
removing the superficial layer of the skin to help 
skin blemishes, scaring, sun damage, fine lines,
wrinkles and stretch marks. LED light therapy is also wrinkles and stretch marks. LED light therapy is also 
used to target your concerns. With the addition of 
the hydro gel mask it hydrates and calms leaving 
your skin brighter, clearer and revitalised.

CACI MICRODERMABRASION

CACI Ultimate Bum Lift 30 mins.....£32.00
CACI Ultimate Bum Lift Course of 10.. £270

This treatment will firm and tone the buttocks and 
thighs, as well as sculpting and contouring the
buttocks. The use of an Electro Cellulite Massager 
gives instant lifting. It will improve the appearance 
of cellulite and will break down fatty deposits. It
stimulates circulation and lymphatic drainage, which 
will help flush toxins away, leaving your skin
hydrated and calm - brighter, clearer and revitalised.hydrated and calm - brighter, clearer and revitalised.

CACI ULTIMATE BUM LIFT



CACI Ultimate Healing Treatment...£40.00

CACI Ultimate Healing Treatment... £320

This treatment targets areas of congestion, scarring, 
pigmentation and sun damage with the use of
Microdermabrasion, LED light therapy and the
wrinkle comb. It is ideal for the face, back and any 
areas with these concerns.

45 mins

45 mins

25 mins

Course of 10

Course of 10

Course of 10

CACI ULTIMATE HEALING TREATMENT

CACI Ultimate Eye Treatment......£40.00

CACI Ultimate Eye Treatment...... £320

Concentrating on the eye area, this treatment lifts, 
smoothes and plumps, erasing fine lines, rehydrating 
and repairing the eye area. This treatment includes 
delicate microdermabrasion, the use of the wrinkle 
comb light and hydratone mask.

CACI ULTIMATE EYE TREATMENT

CACI Wrinkle Revolution........£25.00

CACI Wrinkle Revolution........

For more information please go to the CACI website:
www.caci-international.co.uk.

£200

The needle free alternative to collagen injections and 
dermal fillers. A non-invasive procedure designed to 
effectively reduce the appearance of lines and
wrinkles.

CACI WRINKLE REVOLUTION

CACI Jowl Lift 30 mins...........£28.00
CACI Jowl Lift Course of 10......... £220

The CACI Jowl Lift facial uses new quad probe
applicators, designed for a double lifting effect. This 
facial treatment will help to firm, tone and improve 
the appearance of sagging jowl and will target the 
muscles around the jaw line.

CACI JOWL LIFT



Cut & Blow Dry...............£28.00
Restyle, Cut & Blow Dry.........£32.00

£22.00
£15.00

£10.00

£7.00
£6.00
£10.00

Wet Cut.......................
Dry Cut.....................
Gents Cut ...................
Boys Cut (under 12).................
Under 5s Dry Cut................
Under 12s Dry Cut.............

£3.00Fringe Trim (free for clients)..........

£18.00Wash & Blow Dry..............
£12.00Straighten...................
£12.00Curl.......................
£25.00Hair Up/Occasion Hair...........

CUTTING

STYLING

Classic Perm.................£55.00

£10.00Milkshake Conditioning Treatment..

£14.00Olaplex Reconstruction Treatment...

PERMING

CONDITIONING TREATMENTS

Including Indian Head Massage.

Including Cut & Blow Dry.



Bridal Trial..................£35.00
Bridesmaid Trial..............£25.00
Bridal Hair Up................£55.00
Bridesmaid Hair Up............£35.00
Mother of Bride/Groom Blow Dry...£22.00
Wedding Guest Hair Up..........£35.00
Wedding Guest Blow Dry.........£22.00
Flower Girl Hair Up/Curl.........
We are happy to come to your wedding venue by prior
appointment only. Travel time and mileage surcharge
applies.

£9.00

WEDDING HAIR

£35.00T Bar Foils - Short Hair ......from
£38.00T Bar Foils - Long Hair.......from
£42.00½ Head Foils - Short Hair.....from
£46.00½ Head Foils - Long Hair.....from
£35.00¾ Head Foils - Short Hair.....from
£38.00¾ Head Foils - Long Hair.....from
£55.00Full Head Foils - Short Hair....from
£60.00Full Head Foils - Long Hair....from
£15-£207-15 Foils...................
£35.00Cap Highlights................
£30.00Root Regrowth................
£34.00Full Head Colour..............
£50.00Ombré/Balayage...........from

Price on consultation.

Prices may vary for longer hair or extra time. 

COLOURING

Sunbed available in salon.........
Courses available.

50p per 
minute

SUNBED



OUR RANGE OF TREATMENTS

AWARD WINNING

5 STAR SALON



01989 762989
Simply Stunning Hair and Beauty,
1 Henry Street, Ross-on-Wye,
Herefordshire, HR9 7AA

www.simplystunninghairandbeauty.co.uk
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